
In the Key of Of: 

Tracing Continuums of a Rose thru Picasso’s Bull (Stages I-XI)  

Arose toro,

the

    designs

of

*

torsoing like roses through Picasso’s Bull. Arose the utter indivisible core of it: so  to  or  toro: until the torero

torsos the toro: or  to  so  it: of core indivisible, utter the, a rose. So why when something sews with the 

eye of a needle am I the wreck of exodus thinking itself an entrance? & why from where I sit, affronted in NY’s

MoMA by etch-a-sketch portraits of Bull (his), do I feel myself a rose; coursing, pulsing, unwinding to 

reveal the voila of a rose, which nothing reveals to what end the same way in’s the same way out. I’m learning 

exiting the eye of every nest is an unused vacancy a nuance uses to usurp punctuation. Picasso knew 

this, extolled this, warped this, but rearranged the exiting eye of every vacancy a punctuation nuanced to 

usurp a nest. From where I’m seeing 1 Bull requires 11 eyes to see 1, like 1 hour requires 60, the last of

which, rolled over to 0, vows one stop sign’s an eclipsed thought , while more than one is to be continued . . .   

*

  . . .  if the torero torsos the toro, or toro torsos the torero—apropos to WHAT, though—webs TO & FRO to wed  

                        AWE into existence if said torso remains STATIC, isolate, inviolate? I don’t think there’s any envoi
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                 I could inscribe to quickly wrestle away a query like this: whether it’s a rose or trace of a rose or heli-

                         cal trace of a query of a rose of a query that drills the uniquely downward spiral of my fascination

                      with a rosing zero. Though I think there’s maybe some greater centrifuge here.  –Let’s we slow 

                                 down,   simplify.    Act to enact.   Effect to exact the    EXTRACT. — lest we ourselves enact to 

                                act.     Effect to extract the    EXACT,   simplify, rather than  intensify the virtuoso that shows 

                                 through Picasso’s Bull, the stage from which he reminds us, while no egg for / goes / gives / 

                                         gets an omelet’s ghost, it’s the smashed shell only hopes to resemble a rose, & 

                        when Picasso, in 1945 or 46 unveiled his serial Bull (Eleven Contiguous Lithographs 

                                  Of) to the public eye, he was aware, in a sense, of his unscrewing the screw-awl of his 

                                        own eye into the public’s: the one that kept his in place, ivying bovine, of what 

                                               fastened, unfastened, in a sense, from the first (realistic) litho to the

                                                            last (most abstract) one: a turnstyle, a screw, a rose whose de-

                                                                sign required the insertion (or removal) of himself to & from a bulls-

                                                      eye:  vice & versa: of two, simultaneously inverted. A chicken & the egg 

                                                       syndrome of the vessel & void, of transcendence & immanence, of 

                                            whatever  you’d call it—whatever where never the twain shall meet 

                                                 DOES, where buoys the albumen of two opposites’ purposeful

                                      misinterpretation of what a yolk     is,      was,    or should be. 

  Beautiful as noise fucking music, the acquiescing fuck

                                   that static music is arbitrates what static static music is 

                          is music—echoed Shepard tones too misconstrued as    

                                shape, rather than continuum, rather than

                      vacuum, rather than all the space a rose takes

                          displacing the watervolume in a 

                 vase. Loquaciously the announcement

                        made vivid the gong of liquid
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            cursive, curves, swerved

                   horns, thorns, so-rosed 

       ofs, spun, emptying out 

         a syphonic bull’s 

       ((going))

(going)

 *

gored, the voyeur, rewarded visually by the first bull of Picasso’s, submerges him/herself thusly in seas

of detail to excuse too much cogito zeroing in on to reduce a life to nada. No. Horns cashew from bulbous head 

screws lolling muscular haunches into legs where ought; snout where ought; backside where ought,

wrought the tail, too, caught in the pastiche of everything in its place: Full with all the news fit to bull, it’s 

my navet expects a piata’s excavated filling to fill its axed detour, its segue into the fine print to art-

iculate no colloquy, no Pangaea, no augur whose awl might  investigate the crescendoing bullseye of nostalgia

for contiguous symmetry. For a moment, I think I have it, think I’ve axed errata, but vast & erratic 

oceans dispossessed of shape were heirs to theirs, anyways, and I dive at divides. Nothing ever comes from 

nothing, but nothing will always space something. “Go on” coagulates into GONE, unveils   &   ,  of  ,   or

*

  no? So

          what if 

     absence, 
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           uttered, does not

  or will not permeate

                  the refuse of utter absence? 

           That is, does one’s enmeshing them-

                                  selves in a bullseye, testing, refreshing their- 

                       selves outside a bullseye, decrease rather than

                                                   expand the ontological as detail devolves, revolves, envelops, 

                                          develops (torsos the torero)? Would you know the lasso’s torsion 

                                                         tourniquettes a mind’s division between I, EXACTed, & the abstract, obtuse 

                                          EXTRACT of animalia, of Picasso’s Bull screwing me more & more into nada more & 

                         more into a lesson in pinpointing vantage points of a passing subway train being forgotten as it’s 

            taught, as it moves. This is where the whirlpool of an ampersand either roses into an unfurled MILKY 

                  WAY—or,  fascinated by the incestual screw-awl of itself, closes up its odyssey like a black abyss.

     Why of enters. An office. Whereby connective is: I— in MoMA, this moment, now, inconsequently tracing 

          the lieu in milieu in a Picasso symmetrically as a rose displaces vasewater to measure frailty, its volume:

the wreck of exodus thinking itself an entrance. The inevitable key I’ve locked myself into. Of. Scissors that tie

*

the oscillate glued across x & y axes, which specifies what of is of, results in a corolla of curvature which

otherwise defines me a spine instead is a delete key over a crisscrossing fury of hooves ate this sentence

to et cetera. But that’s it exactly. In “over” thinking of the of of Bull, I become obscured, obsolete, lost, an of

somersaulting off the bull I seek to see: the torero torsoing the toro. Not what’s tourniquetted but what

tourniquettes. The quintessential either/or incorporates into all the most pass twists of existence, exteriors.

Now we’re one step closer. Some things to be visible—within—are indebted to exteriors: zero; evolution; 

the verb, to be. Now I know I want to see this tourniquette in action, not be it. Maybe one problem is the la la
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land of my surroundings, that mysterious space requires a piece of art stay piece, not whole, questions 

what hole I am askew to wholly tighten a screw of art’s awe to skewer me bullseye-wise,    ))goring((       )goring( 

*

                              

gone,

          or—an ouro-

                            borous, or—     

                  an ox ollies, collides,

              colludes within the con- 

                                                                                                           fines of a refined ollyollyoxen’s free.

               What Xerox of absence X-ing out my 

       torsoing the toro, eyes following the torero of dis-

               integration out / in / to/ ward me off a bull’s idea                   

                                                                of me staring down a bull. What I’m saying is sometimes looking  

                                                                       alertly into art, inertly, ‘til in utero, cuts no frames  to windows or

                           mirrors unless what you’re vying for’s a scythey eye edged thru a fish’s bowl. Art imitates life

                              no more than life intimidates you into using art, yet intimates a question’s essential symbio-

                     sis in the power to reproduce: link from ink to ilk an inkling, THINKING. What it comes down to, 

                          essentially, is: is a SCREW all the helix a screw IS, or all the helices a screw is is two? The answer, 

 actually, THIRDS the purr of a screw, tightens into abstract reels to obstruct an abstract real & can’t help but    

      loosen: In the bullseye, I understand a rose. In the bullseyed I understands, a rose. Arose I in the bullseyed I

understands a rose’s torsion moreso rose. Toro:torero:torso. Something’s loosening here. What being can be of

*
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course any way up/down’s the same (if Heraclitus is correct) implies an entrance/exit’s rethought only

if you find yourself bleeding out. The torso’s inevitably gored, of course, but it’s important to note the torso is 

also the tourniquette. You looking behind you. As if you could portray you. You chasing you. This is the

thought that builds a rose, a toro, that builds you    an axis    a torso    of. For example, affix the fixity of Taurus 

(star-wise) in your mind. Of course you see nothing, save maybe a superimposed excerpt of a mind’s ab-

solute zero, exiting its flex. Exeunt entwines we, opening stellar selves from the outbounds of this bull, penned,

unpenned rends open a bullseye: reveals me as a means striving to live beyond my meme as me: as a

meme, striving to live beyond my means. There’s some assembly requires the seam of absence is a honed 

also. But the torero/toro torsos, until you looking behind you arose a        was a,     of a,    or,    the utter

*

                       of

                                 designs

                     the

              toro of a rose
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